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Faces of the Fall Play

College Prestige
Finding the Right Pathway

A behind-the-scenes look into the cast and crew
Aarya Vaidya
Staff Writer

(left to right) Belise, Philamente, and Chrysale played by Jasmine Avila, Laura Baluyut, and
Jeffrey Liu, respectively, rehearse an intense scene in the play. The actors work hard for many
weeks in order to polish the show before showcasing their craft during the opening night on
November 14th.
*PC: Zhen Ning
Shreya Daschoudhary
Staff Writer
The fall play is, without a
doubt, one of the most anticipated events of the first
semester of the school year.
Meticulously hand-painted props and backdrops
come together with diligent, charismatic actors to
create an entertaining evening for all showgoers. This
year’s play, The Learnéd
Ladies, presents a satirical
take on women’s education
in France during the 1800s.
However, underneath the
production’s
appealing
façade lies a world of countless hours of hard work
and immense dedication.
“What I enjoy the most
about acting is becoming
another person,” says Laura
Baluyut (12), who plays the
lead role of Philamente. “I’ve
struggled and still struggle
with self-confidence issues,
so I just think becoming
another person’s relieving.”
Baluyut has participated
in AHSPA since freshman
year, originally just doing the musical in 9th and
10th grade, before taking
part in both the musical

and the play in junior year.
She states that the main reason she auditioned for such
a prominent role was because “[she] felt like she was
prepared for the challenge
after [her] past experiences and wanted to see what
the responsibility was like.”
Mingyu Wu (12),
who plays Lycandre, describes acting as “an outof-body
experience.”
“I really just [enjoy]
learning about someone
else and becoming another person,” he states.
Why the role of Henriette’s
charming young sweetheart
Lycandre? “This play’s just
really different. It’s like
nothing I’ve ever done before. It’s in verse, and this
character just seems very
interesting, as he deals with
a lot of obstacles,” says Wu.
Of course, there’s more
to a play than just actors. At
the heart of a successful production are those that work
behind the curtains, operating out of sight in order to
paint props and control the
more technical aspects of
the show. One of the aforementioned painters is Tyler
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Bearchild (12), who helped
make the set for last year’s
spring musical as well.
“My friend asked me
if I wanted to help paint
the set one day. I never
knew this was something
that was open to basically anybody so I decided to
join,” Bearchild remarks.
Why work behind
the scenes, rather than
be in the limelight?
Bearchild states, “The
stress and time commitment of [being in the
limelight] is far greater than being a painter.”
Additionally, he comments that being part
of the crew has its own
unique, special moments.
“My favorite part about
being in the crew is sitting down with the other
team members and talking
while painting. The feeling
of community and family is really nice… I really
enjoy being a part of the
school plays, because the
end project is always super
impressive and enjoyable
to watch,” Bearchild says.

See “Faces of the Fall Play”
on page 3

The time has come faster than most expected:
college applications. As seniors work diligently this
month to apply to dream
colleges, a reality check
hits: Is the college that students hoped to attend really the best fit for them?
It is an important decision right now for students
to decide which type of education they hope to pursue. Several students feel
that four year colleges are
the right route for them,
while others think community college is a better track
for them. Senior Allyson
Infante is one of the many
people who plan on attending community next year.
“It’s just better financially,”
stated Allyson Infante (12).
Four year colleges are
also a common choice after
high school for seniors like
Anekha Singh. Singh described the positive aspects
of attending community
college, though she feels
that the four year route is a
better fit for her right now.
“For me personally, I think
it would be much easier to
go to a four year and get a
jump start on my career,”
said Anekha Singh (12).
Many four year colleges
hope to see that students are
a good fit for the university
through the student essays,
but some feel that this is no

longer the most efficient way
for colleges to be sure that
they are accepting students
that will be right for them.
“I feel like a lot of students,
especially in essays, like to
amp up what they do and
their extracurriculars … [It]
shows a really good light on
them when they might not
necessarily be the best fit...
for that college,” explained
Allyson
Infante
(12).
On the other hand,
grades too do not seem
to paint the full picture of
high school experiences.
“We are basing ourselves
on numbers, [and] that
doesn’t really count as being a whole, [well-]rounded person. That’s just saying [the colleges] want to
know how high your scores
are,” expained Singh (12).
Singh explained how
this can even lead to a
harmful culture at schools.
“Now, since we’re getting so advanced, we are
putting that to schools..so
if you don’t have a 1400 in
the SATs, that’s still seen as
bad. I think that while being
more competitive is great,
it also adds a lot of depression, anxiety, and mental
health problems...If you
don’t have the scores, you
start doubting yourself to
the point where [you think]
if [you] don’t do good
[you’re] not going to get
See “College Prestige” on
page 3

When asked to describe what a successful time in college
would look like, senior Allyson Infante said, “Growth in mindset. Growth in independence. New experiences.”
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Campus life

DECA
Bounces Back

The club’s return to prominence as a
new school year begins
Liana Dong
Staff Writer
September’s Club Rush,
a period of frenzy and an
overwhelming number of
sign-ups, has come and
gone. As students settle
into their classes and adjust to the particulars of the
school year, clubs are similarly taking steps to involve
the influx of new members
and prepare for success.
DECA, a business-oriented club that has returned
from a hiatus for the majority of last year, meets
weekly to practice, prepare,
and bond for competitions
that they highly anticipate
for the majority of the year.
“We have two tiers. Our
CTE tier, which is our competitive tier, [learns] how
to properly do a roleplay,
which is the main type of
competition in DECA, and
they get to choose which
aspect of business they’d
like to compete in when we
eventually get to our first
real competition in January,”
vice president Sofia Hayag
(11) explains. “We have a
second tier part of the club
in which our members who
are not CTE get to . . . compete on a smaller scale within the district among other
schools around the area.”
Despite their current
activity, the competitive
tier was inactive last year,
with the second tier, DECAspire, being the sole
group that could participate in local competitions.
Club supervisor Dr.
Hernandez says, “Part of
the reason we did not have
DECA last year was because
of student infractions that
the administration and I
felt warranted a year hiatus
where the students could
regroup and the club could
reconstitute itself to come
back this year. We made sure
all the students involved understood that any actions
committed that reflected
badly on the club needed to have repercussions.”

The DECAspire meetings
that occurred nonetheless
taught general members how
to compete and motivated
them to return this year and
be a part of the CTE tier.
“I learned more about the
club and what it is about.
The multiple aspects of the
club and the opportunities
it provides intrigued me
and encouraged me to join
again this year,” Veda Periwal (11) says. “I learned a
lot of life skills from these
meetings that I can apply in
the real world, and I wanted to build upon them.”
Even though the club

Letter from the Editor
Dear Eagles,
With first quarter winding down, it’s interesting
to look back at what we've
accomplished over the first
part of this school year. Here
at the Eagle Era, we’ve spent
the last two months hard
at work to bring you this
first issue of the 2019-2020
school year. From welcoming a new team of staff writers, to going over the basics
of journalism, to scrambling
to conduct interviews and
take photos, we’ve been in
a whirlwind of commotion over this past quarter.
It’s also been a period of
exploring new territory for
us as a media source. This
year, the Eagle Era is piloting a video broadcast called
Halfway Point in which we
bring together students with
opposing views on controversial topics and allow
them the chance to have a
meaningful and productive

discussion. We recently had
our first shoot, and the results were quite impressive!
We look forward to bringing you the first episode
very soon. We’re also introducing Humans of AHS
this year, which strives to
tell the stories of a variety
of individuals across the
American High community,
each with their own unique
background. To us, all of
these publications (including the main newspaper) are
centered around our fundamental mission: to serve as
a medium through which
the AHS community can be
informed, feel represented,
and have their voices heard.
This issue is the culmination of all of our efforts
throughout the past two
months here at the Eagle
Era. We hope you enjoy it.
Annie Liu
Co-Editor-in-Chief

The club officers and members gather for an impromptu photo. Describing his experience with supervising DECA, Dr. Hernandez says, “A lot of it’s making sure that it’s
all running smoothly plus the contact with the larger DECA community as well, so
it’s like a lot of different moving parts. But it’s very rewarding.”
met frequently last year
for DECAspire, settling in
for a new year with complete participation in both
tiers poses a few challenges for the officer team.
“We get together as a
group and we do activities
in which [roleplay] gets ingrained into [members’]
memory, and they hopefully learn something new,”
Hayag says about current
activities. “It’s hard to deal
with a large club without
enough officers to handle
every aspect of the club.
When we do certain activities with the CTE group,
there might not be enough

people to fully help with
that activity to make it the
most effective it can be.”
However, these struggles do not take away
from the value that DECA
has for its participants.
“Being in this club has
helped me better my speaking skills . . . and how I solve
different problems,” Hayag
continues. “It’s helped my
leadership skills as well. You
get to meet new people, you
get to compete in different
competitions, no matter
which tier you’re in, and you
get to, I guess, find a part
of yourself that hasn’t been
found before. That’s how I

felt throughout my journey.”
For Dr. Hernandez, supervising DECA is a worthwhile commitment, coordinating travel and chaperones
for conferences and overseeing meetings every week.
“The actual competition
is not necessarily the end
goal; [rather, it is about] the
different stages to what you
do, travelling, the bonds,
the shared experiences.
That whole entire process,
you’re building and you’re
connecting with other folks,
whether at other schools,
other states, other cities.
It’s a really neat experience to be able to do that.”
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Faces of the Fall
Play
(cont.)
From the exhilarating
thrill of portraying someone else’s story on stage
to the satisfying feeling of
completing a beautifully
painted backdrop for the
production, there are a
multitude of reasons why
students want to become
involved with the fall play.
Although it is undoubtedly
an immense time commitment, showcasing the final,
completed product before
an awestruck audience is
well worth the struggle.
“I feel a sense of pride
whenever I walk into the
theater and slowly see the
stage being transformed,”
comments
Bearchild.

Campus life

Expectation VS. Reality

Differences in pop culture’s view of high school
and what it really is

College Prestige
(cont.)
[in] anywhere, and that’s
not true,” told Singh (12).
These pressures can
be in part due to some
students who feel that
it is important to go to
“name schools” in order
to get their ideal career.
“I don’t think it’s as common now, but some students put pressure on themselves to go to Harvard [or]
go to Stanford when they
can be getting the same
education as other schools
that [aren’t] necessarily
Ivy League or well-known.
They can still be successful
doctors, successful nurses,
[and] successful lawyers,”
explained Infante (12).
In the end, it is important for students to consider what they hope to get
out of their time in college.
“I think being able to find
yourself [means a successful
time in college]. I still have a
lot of friends, even me, that
know where [they] want to
go, but there’s so much pressure on what [their] major
is or where [they] want to
go that [they] are just trying
to find something [they]
can fit [themselves] in. I
think finding out who you
really are personally [is important]. Yes, getting grades
is an important factor, but
knowing where you want to
head in life—I think that’s
the most important thing,”
said Anekha Singh (12).

“[High school] is pretty fun and different, but not what I expected,” said Oshiba (12). “When I was in junior high,
there were some similar experiences [I got] from sports and clubs. [High school is] more fun than junior high, but
it’s not like the stereotypes. I feel like [high school] is more strict, but I still had fun.”
Nydia Kuo
Staff Writer
Standing in the middle
of the rotunda at lunch,
surrounded by rows of
blue lockers, one may notice how their impression
of American is quite different from what he or she
had in mind. Looking left
and right, one doesn’t really see a group with the label as “the popular” or “the
nerds” like how they would
in stories. What they do see
is either students happily
chatting away with their
friends or students complaining about something
that happened to them.
“I thought high school
would be super fun where
I could do everything like
join sports [teams], take AP
classes, and maybe get into
some of the dramas I’ve
seen on television shows,”
Ashley Oshiba (12) said.
It is not a surprise that
Oshiba thinks she would
imagine experiencing some
high school drama stirred
up by students, but like
what Oshiba said, “reality

does not have the stereotypical groupings.” In her
four years of studying at
American High School, not
once did she ever encounter
any of the problems movies
and T.V. shows portray nor
the power of each social
grouping, but where would
this impression come from?
“[Many] T.V shows
are misleading for some
people because they dramatize it and overemphasize some factors that
[are] not actually shown
in reality,” Oshiba said.
What disappointed her
was not the fact that she
did not encounter the social groupings mentioned
on these T.V shows but
how serious the teachers
are with their jobs. They
are not as enjoyable and lenient as she had imagined.
Some students were
guided in the wrong direction with the wrong
interpretation of high
school, but do all students
fall under this illusion?
“I knew before coming to high school that

high school isn’t going to
be how the movies portrayed it as,” states Alisa
Tsang (12), “Middle school
was kind of bad…[so I
thought] high school will
be better, but still bad. ”
After all, school to many
people is like a battlefield.
This is a place where students fight and practice
academically for the sake
of their grades and future.
As for Tsang, school isn’t
too enjoyable so she immediately jumps to the
fact that the four years in
American may not be the
best time for her. At the
end of the day, learning is
a serious matter, so some
can already tell the drama
shown in these tv shows is
most likely there in hopes
of more people watching it.
Even if pop culture
were able to gain viewers by exaggerating things
like the amount of freedom a student has and
the fun they experience,
students still know that
school may not contain
as much fun as they want.

“When I was at Thornton, I had fun but I took
my studies really seriously,” Neliya Ghising (10)
said. “But I knew that
high school will be harder, so I never really took
those T.V shows seriously.”
To Ghising, movies such
as Harry Potter and dramas
like The Endless Love are
what her “ideal high school
life could possibly be.” In
particular, The Endless Love
shows a student who knows
what exactly his goal is and
continues to chase after that
one goal, but the path to the
goal can only be completed with trusted friends that
are made along the way.
However, this piece of
information can only be
used as a reference and
should not to be applied
to the actual world as this
life is too good to be true.
Different people have different impressions of what
they will be experiencing
in high school; some are
more realistic, and some are
more on the fantasy side.
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Beyond the Cornucopia
How U.S. History teachers feel about Thanksgiving, a beloved
American holiday rooted in colonialism
Liana Dong
Staff Writer
For students across the
nation, the end of November means a period
of much-awaited time
off. However, many do
not consider the background and historical significance of Thanksgiving
when determining their
stance on the holiday. To
get a well-rounded understanding of the diverse
perspectives in relation
to American roots, U.S.
History teachers were
asked about their views.
For some, the camaraderie
and reunion that a Thanksgiving feast provides outweighs the negative connotation that Thanksgiving
has for Native Americans.
Mr. Rojas says, “I enjoy
it as a holiday because it's a
good time to take off from
work, spend time with the
family and people you love,
eat a lot of turkey, [and] remember good times from
before. You have all this

bountiful good meal and
love and everything else
around you, so you can realize: this is a good time.
I’m enjoying this, and
I’m happy to have this.”
For others, Thanksgiving is a day like any other, not standing out as a
holiday of significance.
Ms. Nauss says, “I’m
super indifferent about
it. It's not a holiday that
I usually would come
home for because I went
out of state for college, so
Thanksgiving is just kind
of like a day for turkey.”
While there are a multitude of views on the
topic, each person has
their own motives for
believing what they do.
“I tend to focus instead
[on] the part [about] when
it was first instituted,” Mr.
Rojas explains. “That was
during the Civil War, when
President Lincoln said
[that] we are going to have a
feast of Thanksgiving [for]

The falling leaves signal the onset of autumn and with it,
Thanksgiving. Ms. Nauss describes the festivities as “a time
for families to come together, which I think is always really
positive within society as a time for us to come together
rather than think about the reason why.”

celebrating and recognizing this was during the
Civil War. President Lincoln wanted [the] American people to recognize
that even though we've
had bad times, there
are good times that we
should recognize....so
that's what Thanksgiving is mostly to me.”
Others focus
more on the lasting
impact of colonialism on Native Americans centuries after
the first Thanksgiving.
“History-wise, it's still
a lot about the fact that it is
coming together with natives and white settlers, but
at the same time, it's more
than that. It’s destruction
and a way of life,” Ms.
Nauss notes. “I think that's
why, to me, it's just kind of a
day, rather than something
that should be celebrated.”

Thanksgiv
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Martha Stewdent’s
Cookbook
Compiled by:
Emyr Ortiz
Staff Writer

ving Time!

Student tested recipes you can use this Thanksgiving

Spaghetti alla carbonara
Background
This pasta is really easy to
cook and doesn't require
too much time, so I can
cook it even when I have
lots of homework. This
dish can either be served
as a quick and easy meal
or a nice family dinner.

From James Liu (10)

Recipe
Step 1:
Whisk eggs,
yolks, and
both cheeses together.
Season with
a pinch of
salt and a
generous
amount of
pepper

PC:
James
Liu

Serving size
Can serve up to 4 people
or just one if you’re a stress
Step 2: Place
eater
a large pot of
lightly salted
Ingredients
• 2 large eggs and 2 more water over high heat, and
bring to a boil
large yolks, room temp
• 1 ounce of grated
Step 3: While waiting for
pecorino romano cheese
water to boil, heat oil in
(about a third of packed
large skillet over medium
cup from sprouts)
heat, and add bacon or
• Amount of parmesan
depends on how sharp you guanciale for 7-10 minutes
until it is crispy and the fat
like your sauce, 1 ounce
has rendered
recommended
• Coarsely ground black
Step 4: When the water is
pepper
boiling, cook the pasta un• 1 tablespoon olive oil
til desired firmness (don't
• 3 and a half ounces of
guanciale or bacon, sliced throw it at the wall just
taste it). Keep some pasta
into thin pieces
water for later
• 12 ounces of spaghetti
(about 3/4 box)

Step 5: Turn off heat on
the skillet with the bacon(VERY IMPORTANT)
and mix pasta in with
tongs, make sure to coat
the pasta in the pork fat,
that's where the flavor
comes from
Step 6: Mix in egg mixture,
make sure to do this quick
and to keep the pasta
moving so the eggs don't
curdle if sauce is too thick,
mix in pasta water until
desired consistency, quickly take pasta out of the pan
and then serve

Tomato Pickle (Pacchadi)
Background
My grandmother makes
this pickle every time I go
to visit her as she knows it
is my favorite pickle. Every
time my mom makes this
pickle at home it reminds
me of my grandma in
India.
Ingredients
• 4-5 Tomatoes
• 3 Green and red chilis
• Tamarind paste
• Oil (4 tbs)
• Urad dal
• Mustard seeds
• Cumin seeds
• Red chilis
• A pinch of asafoetida
Some of these ingredients
are not given specific measurements, leaving it up
to the chef to decide their
preferred result.

From Khushi Kanchibotla (11)

Recipe
Step 1: Steam tomatoes,
green chili and tamarind
paste in a wok.
Step 2: In a different pot,
heat oil (4 tbs) add urad
dal, mustard seeds, cumin
seeds, red and green chilis
and fry till golden brown.

Step 3: Add a pinch of
asafoetida.
Step 4: Mix all the ingredients together and grind
them till a paste.
Ta-da!
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Bridging a Gap: GiveAbility

GiveAbility members act as agents of change, creating connections with children with special needs
Shreya Daschoudhary
Staff Writer
One of the most exciting events GiveAbility participates in is the Special
Olympics, hosted every
year at American. Special
Olympics a full-day soccer tournament in which
teams made up of students with special needs
from various schools in
Fremont gather together
and compete for victory.
Although the main
athletes participating in
the fast-paced 15-minute
matches are students with
special needs, numerous
other volunteers offer their
aid throughout the event.
The most prominent of said
volunteers are undoubtedly
the GiveAbility members,
who spend the day out on
the field as well, proudly
taking part in representing
American. But what exactly inspires them to take
up such an essential role?
Katrina Chang (9) states
that she was first drawn to

the club because she "[liked]
how you could help others
and also get service hours."
As a freshman, the
Olympics were Chang's
first
experience
with
the various student-led
service
opportunities
that high school offers.
“It was a fun event,
and a cool experience… I
liked how the volunteers
were really nice and patient… I'd like to come
back for more events and
see what else I can get involved with," Chang says.
Like Chang, GiveAbility’s secretary Farha Shaik
(10) was also involved in
the club in ninth grade.
Like many freshmen who
sign up for clubs, Shaik
first joined GiveAbility under the premise that she
could get her volunteer
hour requirements done
quickly. However, her past
experiences with kids with
special needs inspired her
to pursue a leadership
position within the club.

AHS student Ashley Nguyen (12) faces off against a student with special needs from
Washington in an intense soccer match during the Special Olympics that took place
on November 1st. Various other GiveAbility volunteers as well as children with special
needs can be seen as well, giving it their all in the games.
“I had previously worked
with special needs kids…
in fifth and sixth grade…
it was a bit awkward and
confusing, but it was just
nice to see their smiles at
the end,” Shaik remarks.
Shaik hopes that her
leadership position will allow her to contribute to the
club on a higher degree, and

make more advancements.
“[Last year], we accomplished a lot and really got
[across] the message that
we’re trying to work with
special needs kids… I’m
happy this year we got to
[participate] in the Special
Olympics because I could
tell people really enjoyed it.”
Club presidents are

elected because of their
passionate dedication to
the cause, and this is absolutely true for GiveAbility club president Naomi
Szeto (12), who states, "In
freshman year, I didn't
really know much about

See “Bridging a Gap: GiveAbility” on page 8

New Generation of Parent Teacher Conferences
The importance of parent teacher conferences has shifted

Michelle Fong
Broadcast Editor
Once November hits,
students, parents, and even
teachers look forward to
Thanksgiving Break, which
is right around the corner. However, before all
the feasting and relaxation
is parent-teacher conferences. Remember the

times when parent-teacher
conferences were the one
mandatory event that most
elementary school students
dreaded? Now that we have
made it to high school, parent-teacher conferences do
not seem to be too much
of a concern anymore.
“In elementary school,
it is necessary to have con-

ferences because children
are young and they need
guidance to help them
flourish as students and
people in higher schooling,” said Sachi Dogra (12).
Parents of younger children need feedback from
teachers, because the children are too young to understand what academic

struggles they have. With
the conferences, parents
and teachers are able to
collaborate to decipher
how to make the overall
learning experience easier. This can also form as a
great foundation for future
learning for the student.
“In high school, teachers
are often rushed and do not

have a strong enough relationship with your child to
provide meaningful advice
for improvement,” commented Dogra’s mother.
With only two days of
conferences and roughly
160 students per teacher,
conferences can be overwhelming. Because of the
growing population of our
school, each parent teacher conference is limited to
only five minutes, which is
barely enough time to discuss in depth a student’s
progress in a certain class.
Additionally, with the abundance of students, teachers
wander to discuss irrelevant topics, as “it makes
the conference seem impersonal and hurried,” Mr.
and Mrs. Dogra remarked.
When discussing the
effectiveness of these conferences, Dogra responded
with “These conferences are
very standard and teachers provide very generic
responses as to how a student can succeed. Teachers
don’t focus on an individual’s struggles in their class.”
Moreover, teachers are

not able to 100% focus on
individual student’s progress unless that student
stands out particularly. This
can become frustrating
to students because since
there are so many conferences, they just “provide
useless ‘solutions’ to any
problems students are facing in class,” said Dogra,
which is not the purpose of
parent teacher conferences.
“With having so many
students, as opposed to elementary school teachers,
it is impossible to have a
conference with each one
of those families,” said Ms.
Nauss, a US History and
AP Government teacher.
She said that teachers
rarely get the opportunity
to meet with parents; however, they would still really
want to meet for other variety of reasons. Ms. Nauss
also mentioned, “In high
school, we use the platform
School Loop, and because
of that, parents and students
know their grades in real
time. So if there is a concern, we often get emails or
have face-to-face meetings

throughout the year.” This is
a way to accommodate the
parents who did not get an
opportunity to attend the
parent teacher conferences.
Although there are success stories, the majority
of conferences are just to
discuss what students are
struggling with. “Usually,
test scores and methods in
which grades can be raised
are discussed,” said Dogra’s
parents. However, nothing can be done unless the
student takes initiative to
seek change and progress.
From past generations
until now, parent teacher conferences have not
changed. “Teachers generally present the same information and the style or
conduction of conferences
is constant,” said Dogra’s
parents. This shows that
conferences have stayed
the same over the years
and it is just the matter of
who attends. “Although it
frustrates me sometimes,
it is still a really positive
experience being able to
interact with a teacher one
on one,” said Sachi Dogra.
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Seniors: What has your sport given you?

This Thanksgiving Season, what do the outgoing senior athletes have to be grateful for?
Emyr Ortiz
Staff Writer

Beaumonte Tse
Water
polo and
swim

I’ve definitely learned...how
to manage my time, especially because the swim meets
and water polo games take a
lot of time.

Arnav Amin
Track

When I chose long distance,
the team was so small that
almost felt like a family. We
all run together, so I think
that way, we closely bonded.
And even though we don't
have track until the spring,
Thanksgiving gives us the
time to bond over the offseason so that when we come
back from the spring season,
we're much better of a team.
Track, more than anything, teaches you not only how to become a
fit person...but also about working together as a team.

simran jandu

Beneeta M Varghese

Tennis

Cross
Country

Since my freshman year,
it's given me around 20
new friends, especially
since we started in the
fall. [When] I joined high
school, I was really nervous to talk to people, but
joining the sport really
helped me get out and meet new people. I like being in a community like tennis, because it also lets me get away from schoolwork and
just hang out and have fun with playing. I'm thankful for my team.

The team has really become another family to me.
They've seen me... They've
seen my blood, sweat, and
tears, and they've seen me
at levels that nobody—other
than really close people—
have seen me at. I really
appreciate that they're always there to talk to and confide in.

Jovian chang

Alvin Tsao

Swim

Badminton

[When it comes to what
swim has given me], I
would say probably the
bond; every sport has a
really close bond. You see
sports like football and
soccer, where everyone’s
on the same team, but [for
swim], it’s in the literal
sense [in that] we’re seeing each other mainly naked, so that kind of
accounts for how close we are together and that we’re all comfortable with each other at that point, making jokes and just having a
good laugh.

It's given me a whole new
set of friends. It...gives you
a lot of things to work for
throughout the week because, because our practices
[give] me a time crunch. I
have to actually finish my
work so I can do my practices, play games, and then
train on weekends. Otherwise, I'll just be lazing around the house; I
always procrastinate on my work. It's also given me a good amount
of drive. But it really feels like I sort of work towards... a goal for my
senior year, because this entire year, I've been doing nothing, but I realize that if I don't get good grades for the first part, I’ll probably not
be able to make the team. So that's kind of where I am right now.
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November Crossword!

Across

1

6. themed week at American

10

9. Hindu celebration at the end of October
10. Reason seniors are stressed

Down

3. Reason why minimum day is cut short for teachers

1. Disney movie coming out on Friday

6. themed week at American

2. name of American's fall play

8. Community event coming up at American5

4. Billboard Music's first "Woman of the Decade"

9. Hindu celebration at the end of October

5. Why is it dark at 5:30pm?

10. Reason seniors are stressed

7. Company under scrutiny for causing California fires

4

6

7

8

9

10

Cultural Diversity
at AHS

Across

Down

3. Reason why minimum day is cut short for teachers

1. Disney movie coming out on Friday

6. themed week at American

2. name of American's fall play

8. Community event coming up at American

4. Billboard Music's first "Woman of the Decade"

9. Hindu celebration at the end of October

5. Why is it dark at 5:30pm?

10. Reason seniors are stressed

7. Company under scrutiny for causing California fires

4. Billboard Music's first "Woman of the Decade"
5. Why is it dark at 5:30pm?

7. Company under scrutiny for causing California fires

3

Across

1. Disney movie coming out on Friday
2. name of American's fall play

8. Community event coming up at American
2

Bridging a Gap:
GiveAbility
(cont.)
Down

3. Reason why minimum day is cut short for teachers

[GiveAbility]. [In sophomore year], I heard about
it, and I liked what they
stood for. I think it's a really valuable club, and what
they offer is really unique."
Szeto mentions that
what really sparked her
motivation to commit
to the cause was what
she experienced during
her first year in the club.
"I went to the Special
Prom for the first time in
sophomore year, and it was
honestly one of the most
incredible
volunteering
experiences I've ever had.
And so, I wanted to get involved in more events just
like that, we well as allow
other American students
to experience things like

that," she fondly recalls.
As a graduating senior,
Szeto says that her final
wish for the club is that "the
goal stays true, and that
[it] remains intentional in
[its] pursuit of connecting American students."
Like many other service
clubs at American, GiveAbility’s goal is to rally
ranks of like-minded students and work to help
the community. What's
special about this club? Its
mission to unite students
of all kinds at American.
"They just have a disability, but that doesn't
make them any less people. Increased exposure
means increased acceptance," concludes Szeto.

A Look Into the Celebration of Día de los
Muertos on Campus

Aarya Vaidya
Staff Writer
Día de Los Muertos,
or Day of the Dead, is a
celebration of those who
have passed on. According to National Geographic, people celebrate Día
de Los Muertos in a variety of regions of Latin
America, especially Mexico. Those who celebrate
often decorate ofrendas
with pictures of those
who passed away, along
with food, candles, and
flowers. Foods and masks

can be seen in the shapes
of skulls, or calaveras.
According to National
Geographic, the celebrations occur over the course
of two days. November 1st
is known as “el Día de Los
Inocentes”. People come
together on this day to pay
respect and celebrate the
lives of those children who
died at an early age. The
traditions continue on November 2nd, “Día de Los
Muertos,” where people
celebrate the lives of adults
who have passed away. On

these days, it is believed
that the souls of those
who have passed away are
united with their families.
Celebrations for Día
de Los Muertos occurred
throughout the Bay Area
beginning late October according to Mercury News.
In Fremont, a “ Día de Los
Muertos Ceramic Skull
Party,” was hosted on Oc“[Día de los Muertos] has impacted me by showing
tober 25th in the Niles
me more about my family and their background as a
area. In San Francisco, the
whole. It makes me love them and my background more
movie Coco was played at
and more! Even though only a fourth of me is Mexican,
Davies Symphony Hall.
I still love my background. My family is why I’m me...I
want people to understand that this holiday is to celebrate the ones who’ve passed on and who we are as a
family, and how it makes up who we are!”
-Anna Sample (12).

“We used black construction paper and
white color pencils [and] crayon[s] to draw Dia
De Los Muertos masks...For my students, the
purpose of the project was to expose them to
a cultural celebration promoting diversity and
embracing differences within our community.
We watched videos regarding Dia De Los Muertos, and I discussed the history of the celebration. It was also a way for them to express their
creativity.”
-Ms. Carlton

